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October 2018
Dear Parents/Carers,
GCSE Art Study Day with the Royal Academy of Art Outreach Programme
Monday 26 November 2018 – All Day – On site at BHGS
We are fortunate in being able to book a date in the sought after Royal Academy Outreach diary. Students
on our GCSE Art & Design courses will experience an intense level of figure drawing using a variety of methods
and approaches. In extending the range of drawing from observed sources, and experiencing greater pace in
decision making, this work will provide added content for the Portfolio - Component 1 Coursework, and will
give further evidence of meeting the Examining Board's Assessment Objectives for these courses.
Participating in this visit by a Royal Academy tutor and model will provide the opportunity to strengthen skills
in drawing towards the final external examination.
The cost of this event is £10.00. Payment of this amount is voluntary, but the reality is that unless sufficient
voluntary contributions are made to cover costs the study day will not take place. Please make payment via
WisePay by Friday 19 October 2018. 50% of the cost of the workshop will automatically be met by the
school for pupils in receipt of free school meals.
There are a limited number of tickets available for this event. Only those pupils for whom we have received
parent/carer permission by the deadline of Friday 19 October 2018 will be considered for a place. If pupil
numbers exceed the number of places available, then a ballot will be held.
If we do not receive a reply to this letter by Friday 19 October 2018 we will assume that you do not wish
your daughter to attend.
Yours sincerely,

Ms S Fairbairn
Teaching and Learning Leader for Expressive Arts

"This is an OUTSTANDING school" - Ofsted 2016

